ABSTRACT Human-vehicle collaborative driving (HVCD) has a novel concept of an intermediate stage from the development of a normal smart vehicle to self-driving vehicle, requires the vehicle's decisionmaking authority equivalent to the human driver's operation. As the self-driving vehicle cannot achieve full-condition driving without human driver yet and still have a long time to go, the collaborative driving can exploit both machine and human specialties, which requires human and vehicle intelligence to control the vehicle simultaneously and work together. However, there were a few studies focusing on the HVCD that experimental environment and evaluation methods are rarely discussed, even under the simulation conditions, which limits the development of collaborative driving. To bridge the significant gaps, this paper designed simple semi-physical simulation system architecture for the HVCD. First, the simple designed system can achieve basic functions, including human control input as the normal driver, vehicle intelligence with local and global sensor data process and decision fusion. The presented system can use and process this multisource information to achieve the HVCD in the simulated environment. Second, the evaluation method based on vehicle driving safety, stability, and rapidity is proposed and discussed, which matters most for system performance test and feasibility verification. In addition, experiments with different decision fusion conditions were presented and the experimental results show that the proposed simple semi-physical HVCD simulation system can work smoothly and reflect the practical scenario. Furthermore, the performance of different fusion weights experiments shows the advantages of both human driver and vehicle intelligence, which provides a reference for the HVCD related research improvement.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of the economy and the growing numbers of the car ownership, traffic safety, efficiency and convenience have become increasingly prominent. To solve the problems mentioned above, autopilot and assisted driving technologies are developed as effective ways to ease traffic pressure under multiple situations [1] . According to the United States National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) and the American Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE), autopilot technologies are graded and divided into different levels [2] . Companies including Google, Lexus, Volvo, and Baidu have already achieved
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Bing Li. different level assisted driving and autopilot functions based on the proposed standard. The implemented functions are achieved mainly via the Intelligent Network-Connected Vehicles (ICVs) architecture, which gradually becomes the core of the new generation for the intelligent transportation. The ICVs adopt advanced sensing, control, and decision-making technologies. It aims to achieve information exchange among vehicles and the goal of safer, more stable and faster driving in full-condition [3] . Under the support of vehicle-mounted platforms and infrastructure hardware, the ICVs have already achieved applications, including road and related on-road marks identification [4] - [6] , intelligent decisionmaking [7] , [8] , positioning [9] , [10] , and navigation [11] . To support the applications' requirements, the overall system needs advanced multi-source information, including machine vision [12] - [14] , laser [15] and online data, for fusion, as well as advanced intelligent decision-making [7] , [16] and vehicle control [17] , [18] .
However, the autopilot levels ranked by the SAE mainly focuses more on the control authorities belonging than function implementation. According to the SAE international standard J3016 [19] , the on-road automation vehicles have been divided into the following levels: Level 0 indicates vehicles with no automation, Level 1 indicates vehicles with driver assistance, and Level 2 indicates vehicles with partial automation. These three levels all require human driver monitors driving environment. Whereas Level 3 (conditional automation), Level 4 (high automation), and Level 5 (full automation) require automated driving system monitors driving environment. Along this classification strategy, there is a certain gap from the human driver-monitored to the automated driving system-monitored vehicles. However, few studies focus on and discuss how to step from the first three levels to the advanced three levels and the way to bridge the gap to achieve better driving performance.
Furthermore, the gap between the two different levels is the most difficult point among today's high-level technology. Refer to the standard J3016 [19] , details including execution of steering and acceleration/deceleration [20] , monitoring of driving environment [21] , [22] , fallback performance of dynamic driving task [23] , and system capability (driving mode) are also marked as the different parts for autonomous vehicle to concentrate on. However, for each part, the converting strategy from human to intelligent system is not clearly instructed. The different driving levels noted within the instruction only divides functions in details and assigns them differently (more for human or more for intelligent system) in different levels. To fill the gap and achieve the next generation of autonomous and assisted vehicle, in our opinion, a transitional stage technology needs to be considered for better driving performance.
Human-vehicle collaborative driving (HVCD) that firstly mentioned in [24] , as a collaboratively driving mode with both human driver and vehicle intelligence in-loop, provides an effective strategy to solve such problem in our view. In previous studies, HVCDs focus more on assisted driving [25] , [26] , fatigue driving detection [27] , [28] , and emergency processing [29] . Their decision-making mechanism is human-centered and gives feedback to the driver by incentives and tips [30] . Otherwise, they only focus on the performance failure of the underlying mechanical structure and engine [31] , [32] without giving the vehicle higher authority or collaboratively driving ability. However, the collaborative driving mentioned and discussed in this study concentrates more on working together (e.g., two people lift one table together) than working separately then combines (e.g., one people moves a table, and another moves a chair). The HVCD requires the human and the vehicle intelligence to drive and control the vehicle simultaneously with equivalent authority, which does not relax the human liability during driving period. In this case, the driving safety can be highly maintained as well, especially for emergency situations. In addition, with the development of machine learning [7] and improvement of related technologies [33] , during HVCD, the vehicle intelligence can learn directly from the human driver in real-time and practical environment, which provides a more reasonable process for the vehicle intelligence improvement and upgrade.
However, difficulties in the HVCD, including control weights assignment for vehicle intelligence and human driver and decision conflicts, are also raised. The vehicle intelligence should assist the human driver with a certain degree on one hand, and makes decisions based on its own sensors' data on the other hand. Also, while the vehicle intelligence is learning from the human drivers' skills, the vehicle intelligence needs to combine the sensors' data and human control decision together for regression. Along this normal machine learning procedure, supervise learning may satisfy better than manually setting parameters, which also requires objective criterions for evaluation and measurement.
To satisfy and solve the problems mentioned above, this paper presents a simple design semi-physical simulation system for the HVCD. The proposed novel semi-physical HVCD simulation system uses simple sensor technologies as a demo. Basic perception methods include local multiview vision, global positioning system with path planning, and vehicle control in kinematics. For the human-vehicle interface, we use physical steering wheel and pedals for input. Using our proposed system, the human driver and vehicle intelligence can drive in loop together. The outputs (vehicle control commands) of the vehicle intelligence are fused with the human driver's inputs for the final driving control signals, which achieves collaborative driving.
The innovations and contributions of our proposed semiphysical HVCD simulation system are threefold. First, we designed a simple semi-physical HVCD simulation system, which had achieved basic functions below. For the vehicle intelligence, we implemented local environment perception, global positioning and navigation. For the human inputs, we use physical steering wheel and pedals. The decision signals from the human driver and vehicle intelligence are finally fused together to drive the vehicle in a multi-condition road environment. Although all the functions mentioned above are simply designed and implemented, they can be improved or replaced by the state-of-the-art automatic driving technology by specialists of each field in the future. Because what we try to present in this study focuses more on the concept of collaborative driving, which is not the specific technology, and also beyond our ability. Also, we take the first step and provide a basic simulated platform for reference and further research. Second, to test and evaluate the vehicle performance of our presented HVCD system, we propose three evaluation criterions, including vehicle safety based on vehicle relative position on road, vehicle stability based on linear and angle acceleration/deceleration, and vehicle rapidity based on speed. These three evaluation criterions are of fundamental requirements to a driving system, and are also of significantly importance for all kinds of driving applications [3] As the ability of vehicle intelligence to discriminate against human behavior is still limited [34] , [35] , evaluation criterions set manually is reasonable. Third, with these evaluation criterions, we tested our proposed semi-physical HVCD simulation system in a multi-condition road map by asking the participated subjects to drive the simulated vehicle from a particular start point to a destination. Repeated experiments were processed with different decision fusion weights to verify the system design's feasibility and explore the influence of different setting conditions, which provides a basic experimental paradigm for the HVCD system performance. In addition, our system owns multi-function extendibility as the system is constructed based on open-source simulation platform, SIGVerse. All of our collected datasets, experimental models, and source codes will be publicly released at https://github.com/HVCD.
II. SYSTEM DESIGN
The simple designed semi-physical HVCD simulation system proposed in this study contains several components, for the vehicle intelligence, it contains the simulation driving environment, multi-perspective machine vision perception, and global positioning system with path planning, and the local obstacle avoidance system. For the human driver input, it contains the steering wheel and pedals, which are the same as the real cars. Besides, collaborative driving decision fusion component and vehicle bottom control through kinematic simulation are implemented as well.
The overall structure of the proposed HVCD system is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Functions are divided into different components, including special map for information support, evaluation module for measurement, simulated driving module for human driver input, global path planning and navigation module, decision control and local perception module, decision fusion module for final control signal generation, and simulation module for rendering and visualization. The basic liabilities of each component and signals transmission between modules are introduced below.
Decision Control and Local Perception: While driving the simulated vehicle on road, the local road environment is visually perceived through multi-view vision, and the local path planning based on the improved artificial potential field is given by the global navigation information. Then the desired linear acceleration and angle of the vehicle are simulated by the motion control system as the vehicle control decisions.
Global Path Planning and Navigation: The module is implemented based on the network-connected driving assistance, which gives a global path planning navigation strategy based on the map database and positioning information. The results are presented to the human and the local perception module at the same time. The global path planning adopts the topology method to carry out the path planning on the road of the high-precision map and gives the connection path of the road network node (as shown in Fig. 7(b) ) for route navigation.
Simulated Driving: The module uses physical steering wheels and pedals to simulate driving operations and translates the human driving operations into control decisions (the expected linear acceleration and angle of the vehicle).
Decision Fusion Control: Through the module, fusion decision from the vehicle control of the simulated driving module and local perception module is finally performed to control the vehicle movement. The decision fusion module first normalizes the expected linear accelerations and angles from the human operation and vehicle intelligence, then fuses according to the decision fusion mechanism. The expected fusion linear acceleration and angle is used for final vehicle motion control.
Simulation Module: The module conveys the simulated scene rendering screen to the local perception decision control module, and displays on the monitor in real time for human observation and decision making.
Evaluation Module: The module compares the expected trajectory with the actual trajectory of the vehicle based on the road information given by the global map to determine whether the vehicle is traveling safety. For the rapidity and stability evaluation, they are based on the vehicle speed and acceleration data behind the simulation module. The vehicle speed is used as an evaluation criterion of the rapidity and the acceleration as stability.
Details of each module are introduced in the following subsections.
A. SIMULATED DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
To test and verify the feasibility of our proposed HVCD simulation system, a proper simulated driving environment and simulation engine is required. The simulation engine should provide functions including basic simulation abilities, human-computer interface for human to join the HVCD, and multi-users support for extendibility. The SIGVerse as C/S framework simulation software, which aims to develop simulation system for real-time remote control of multiple users from different places, can satisfy our requirement. The server of SIGVerse, also called SIGServer, is responsible for the entity control of the simulation system and the network connection with other applications. The client of SIGVerse is responsible for the visual display of the simulation environment and the provision of visual information for external applications, which divides the basic functions separately for efficiency in human-computer interaction and multi-user support.
The simulated driving environment in the HVCD study also matters significantly. A proper simulated road environment can test the system more comprehensive and efficient. To construct such a realistic road traffic simulation environment, we refer to the MCity [36] of the University of Michigan. MCity is a physical traffic town built for autopilotrelated experiments. The reference road traffic simulation environment is designed as shown in Fig. 2 .
The proposed simulated environment road types cover a wide range, including crossroad traffic ports, roundabout, and corner roads with different curvatures, diversion lanes, convergence lanes, and freeway traffic systems. The simulation environment can test the movement behavior of the simulated vehicle under various conditions on flat roads. By setting the starting point and the destination point, the deviation from the expected track during the fusion driving process, the average linear acceleration, angular acceleration and average speed to evaluate the dynamic performance of driving behavior can be tested in different road types.
B. MULTI-VIEW MACHINE VISION PERCEPTION
The vehicle local perception, as basic function for autonomous vehicle monitoring the local road environment for obstacle avoidance and safety. Our simple design is based on multi-perspective visual information to construct its perception for road traffic environment. The implementation of the perception function is divided into the following steps: road perspective view capture, multi-view information acquisition based on projection transformation with known height, and image rotation and splicing. After obtaining the half-panoramic image, the drivable road surface area is finally obtained via road surface extraction and binarization after transforming into HSV color space.
Since we get the road surface area that can be driven, path planning for navigation and vehicle control are required. Basically, planning methods that combine global positioning planning and local path planning are generally used. To the aspect of global planning research, we constructed a topology network using GPS and road shape information. The dynamic path planning and navigation in the global directed graph network are performed using the topology method. For the local path planning, the artificial potential field method is used to carry out real-time planning of the current road to realize the obstacle avoidance. To the aspect of vehicle control, we use an artificial potential field to obtain the coordinates of local reachable points, and carry out trajectory planning as well as kinematic model, whereas the motion control is implemented by the relative coordinate position information and the current orientation with speed.
Along the strategy mentioned above, we divide the whole perception task into three parts, including multi-view visual road surface segmentation, vehicle navigation with path planning, and vehicle trajectory servo with motion control.
1) MULTI-VIEW VISUAL ROAD SURFACE SEGMENTATION
For an autonomous vehicle, road surface detection is the fundamental technology for driving and in-depth functions implementation. In our proposed HVCD simulation system, we use visible light images with multiple viewing angles to detect the road surface region. To acquire a wider perception area, we use multiple cameras to obtain the half-panorama visual information. Three cameras are installed in front of the vehicle front windshield, which also is the three-angle imaging optical center, and the cameras are angled at 60 • to obtain the front, left and right side vision information, as shown in Fig. 3 . Considering known installation height h of the camera and assuming the ground is flat, the distance can be calculated with viewing angle.
In the imaging process, the optical axes of the three cameras are on the same plane, and the optical centers coincide with each other, covering a wide range of viewing angles of 180 • . The optical axes are all along the horizontal direction for simplification. The vertical viewing angle is about 45 • , and the pixel array aspect ratio of the imaging array is 4:3. However, due to the error of the actual viewing angle, the acquired image has a certain overlap angle (less than 1 • ), and the error in the field of view less than 100m is negligible.
In order to obtain the depth/distance information of the certain road surface, as illustrated in Fig. 4 , we use the basic principle of camera imaging with prior camera installation height h. Thus, a top view of the road surface projected by three cameras can be calculated, but the projection of the surrounding different height objects will generate a bit distortion as we have fixed one of the imaging parameters. The original image and projected image taken at multiple angles are shown in Fig. 5 . The visual image acquisition resolution is 320 × 240.
To simplify the processing procedure, the multi-angle camera designed in this module is 60 • between adjacents, multiview images can be more easily stitched to form a final top view. However, non-equal height objects around the ground, especially vertical obstacles will make more serious distortion, but this does not affect the road recognition. An example of the global top view after the mosaic of the projection top view images is cut out as shown in Fig. 6(a) , which is close to the driver's perspective size. The mosaic image edge error between the different perspectives can meet the road detection requirement in our simply designed system.
In the SIGVerse simulation environment, the system simulates the different rendering effects of light from different angles. This is more reasonable and friendly to the practical utilization, so we binary the image in HSV color space, which can reflect the color information of the object itself, also subject to light, shadow and other factors with less impact [37] . The module marks the road area white as illustrated in Fig. 6(b) .
2) VEHICLE NAVIGATION AND PATH PLANNING
Autonomous driving requires path planning and navigation to reach the destination, in the global navigation path planning, based on the pre-obtained global network directed graph topological structure, we adopts the topology method for path planning in the proposed HVCD simulation system. Compared with other global path planning algorithms, we proposed a global road network topology approach, a heuristic algorithm that can be directly applied to the planning of the connected road network, which omits the space partitioning process. The computational time consumed by the topology method is less and able to meet the needs of this study comparing with other artificial intelligence algorithms, such as random trees and genetic algorithms. As shown in Fig. 7(a) , the desired road trajectory is drawn manually according to the center-line of the road. Fig. 7(b) is a directed graph topology structure after nodes are added according to the cross-nodes of the road trajectory and curvature variation.
After obtaining the directed graph topological structure of the road, each node becomes optional intermediate. The heuristic algorithm is used for path planning with the nearest node in the forward direction of the current vehicle. The heuristic function is set as the Euclidean distance between the current point and the target point.
In the local path planning, we adopt an improved artificial potential field approach for path planning and obstacle avoidance. The artificial potential field method simulates the spatial environment to generate repulsive poles and gravitational poles for obstacles and target points without the need for specific modeling of individuals. Our method is different from related algorithms, such as fuzzy logic [38] , rolling window-based method [39] , and other intelligence algorithms [40] . The fuzzy logic method needs more human experience, however, the reproducibility of applications for different environments is somewhat poorer. The artificial potential field used in this study combines the rolling window method. Furthermore, we use convolution strategy in the optimization of calculations that the speed of operation has been greatly improved based on our algorithm.
As illustrated in Fig. 8 , according to the projection top view obtained by the multi-view machine vision, path planning is performed on the drivable road region, where the black region is a non-travelable, and all the non-viable regions form a repulsive force with a radius of 5m, and the field strengths are superimposed on each other. The size of the repulsion is inversely proportional to the square of the distance. The nearest node in front of the vehicle generates a gravitational field with a radius of 5m as well. In addition, a gravitational field with a width of 10m is generated along the globally planned road. The normalized superposition of multiple potential fields results are shown in Fig 8. The trajectory after the minimum path of gravitational force, i.e., the maximum path of gravitational force, which can be reached in the direction of travel, is illustrated in Fig. 9 .
3) VEHICLE TRAJECTORY SERVO AND MOTION CONTROL
Since we obtain the rough planning path, trajectory servo and motion control should be considered to drive the vehicle. We also use several simplification methods to make our proposed HVCD simulation system more concise. Considering the complexity of the kinematics model of the four-wheel vehicle, in the general simulation, the two-wheel differential model is more reliable and easy to be implemented [41] . In addition, the SIGVerse simulation software used in this study has a better control interface for the two-wheel differential vehicle model. Due to these advantages and limitation, we use the two-wheel differential model to model the vehicle movement first, and then simulate the four-wheeled vehicle's movement behavior through kinematics conversion. The general two-wheel differential vehicle kinematics model in the world coordinate system is as
where v and ω are the linear speed and angular speed of the vehicle, and x, y and θ are the coordinates of the vehicle in the world coordinate system and the angle of the forward direction. The actual control model of the two-wheel differential vehicle is shown in Fig. 10 . In the polar coordinate system, the relationship among the variables can be revealed more easily and simple for calculation. The conversion between the distance from the mass center of the vehicle to the desired destination point and the parameters in the polar coordinate system are
where x, y are the deviations of the desired coordinates from the current coordinates in the world coordinate system. Consider the control object in the polar coordinate system:
we can design the linear controller according to [42] as
To control the vehicle in real-time, we only need to consider the instantaneous states variation in small time piece, the angle deviation can be very small, so let cos α = 1, sin α = α for simplification and we can obtain the control model of the closed-loop system as
When k ρ ≥ 0, k β ≤ 0, and k α − k ρ ≥ 0, the closedloop convergence of the system is achieved. Taking the local path planning result as a point on the trajectory of the vehicle, which is 10m away in the forward direction of the vehicle as the current desired point, the above controller can be applied to perform the movement according to the desired path obtained from the navigation and path planning module.
C. VEHICLE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Evaluation is another most important problem besides system design. It is a measurement for the system performance which also provides reference for fusion and other supervise-based intelligence upgrade. To make the vehicle's decision safer and reduce the time consumption, according to [43] , we proposed three basic evaluation criterions, including, vehicle safety, vehicle stability, and vehicle rapidity. These three evaluation criterions are of the basic requirement for vehicle driving and performance measurement. In our proposed system, each criterion is corresponded to quantifiable states value of the vehicle in real-time. Specifically speaking, we use the trajectory offset distance based on the given expected trajectory, vehicle speed, vehicle linear acceleration, and vehicle angular acceleration to measure the system performance.
First, the offset distance of the trajectory takes into account the deviation from the expected trajectory during the course of driving on the road. The smaller the deviation, the safer the vehicle is. This safety criterion assumes that all the vehicles on road can follow the rules and mainly focus on lateral obstacle avoidance on road. Second, we use the speed to evaluate the vehicle's rapidity performance, which is beyond doubt in the continuous driving situation and also the purpose of using vehicle for transportation. Third, the linear acceleration and angular acceleration of the vehicle can reflect the stability of the vehicle control. We believe that the acceleration/deceleration will also greatly reduce the comfort of the driver and passengers.
For the safety criterion, we measure the vehicle deviation from the expected trajectory. The expected trajectory is generated by the center-line of each road. By following the road center-line, the vehicle can ensure the farthest distance from other vehicles on both sides and meet the traffic rules while driving along the middle line of the road. However, these center-lines are not visible for human drivers, and are measured through GPS, which may lead some errors, but still viable in our HVCD simulation system. The expected trajectory and the road center-line are illustrated in Fig. 11 , in which the center of the road is in blue, and its global image is illustrated in Fig. 7(a) .
During the driving period, we hope to keep the smallest distance deviation. As the change of vehicle head direction is relatively gentle, we only consider the centroid offset to the expected trajectory. Therefore, the evaluation function is constructed as
where m denotes the number of discrete sampling points throughout the test, P(i) denotes the coordinates of the vehicle body in the global coordinate system at the i-th sampling instant, and D(k) denotes the k-th point of the referenced trajectory global coordinates. For the rapidity criterion, |v r (i)| is applied to measure the vehicle's performance. It represents the linear velocity of the vehicle body at the i-th sampling time. When the current position of the vehicle is closest to the desired trajectory, we consider that the vehicle is driving safely. At this time, we expect the maximum linear velocity to quickly reach the destination position.
For the stability criterion, we use |a r (i)|, and |a ω (i)| for evaluation. a ω (i) represents the angular acceleration, and a r (i) represents the linear acceleration. The smaller the angular acceleration of the vehicle, the smoother the turning of the vehicle is during driving. Similarly, the smaller the linear acceleration of the vehicle, the more stable the vehicle is driving and the higher the ride comfort is.
Therefore, judging from the values of these evaluation functions, we expect smaller J (m), larger |v r (i)|, |a r (i)| and |a ω (i)|. The vehicle driving performance measurements in our proposed HVCD simulation system are all based on the criterion mentioned above.
D. DECISION FUSION
The biggest difference between our proposed HVCD system and the previous Advanced Driving Assistant System (ADAS) lies in the purpose of the same operating authority from vehicle intelligence and human driver. However, vehicle intelligence is slightly different from human driving perception, positioning, and control. In some respects, it may be stronger than human driver. In other respects, it may not be better than human driver, but in most cases, it is difficult to separate each other. While dividing the state space to cooperate, traditional state machine and decision tree methods are more effective in situations, where traffic conditions are not particularly complex, but the effect of decision-making in complex environments is poor.
In the HVCD system, decision fusion is the key module for better performance generation and conflicts solve. It should exploit the advantages of both human driver and vehicle intelligence, which can also benefit significantly to the supervise learning of the vehicle intelligence. In our proposed semiphysical HVCD simulation system, a simple fusion framework is presented for reference, which could extend and upgrade by advanced algorithms and intelligent methods.
For the decision fusion module, human driver and vehicle intelligence are considered as two individuals with different decision-making sources and can be regarded as two intelligent agents. When multiple agents make decisions on the same situation, the decision results for the i-th agent and j-th agent are denoted as X i and X j , respectively. Assuming that X i and X j following Gaussian distribution, and their probability density function curves are used as decision features of the agent, denoted as f i (x) and f j (x). In this case, 
In our proposed HVCD simulation system, only the vehicle and the human intelligence are included as the intelligent agent. To simplify the fusion process and explore the influence of fundamental factors of operation assignment, we use weighted method to test and verify our design in the proposed simple HVCD simulation system. Different fusion weights of human driver and vehicle intelligence were tested without priori probability, which we fused the decision results of human driver and vehicle intelligence with different weights. The fusion weights are normalized into [0, 1] in advance. Considering the weight of human intelligence w h , the final decision can be denoted as
where a rh represents the linear acceleration of the human driving decision, a rc represents the linear acceleration of the vehicle decision, ϕ h corresponds to the steering wheel angle of the human driving decision, and ϕ c corresponds to the steering wheel angle of the vehicle decision. To balance and normalize the weights of human driver and vehicle intelligence, we used 1 − w h as the opposite weight. The weights are used for both a r and ϕ c fusion in the proposed HVCD simulation system.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
To test and measure the proposed HVCD simulation system design and explore the weight influence of human driver and vehicle intelligence fusion, we designed five groups of experiments with different fusion weights as examples. Each group used different weight values to test the system performance. The specific weight division of human and vehicle intelligence is illustrated in the Fig. 12 .
For the first experimental group, the vehicle intelligence weight accounts for 100% that the vehicle intelligence drives independently. In contrary, the fifth group that the human weight is 100% corresponds to the situation of human driving. In the experiment, these two situations mentioned above were tested first, and then performed other three groups with different decision weights, which can test the basic HVCD simulation system abilities: autonomously driving and fully control by human driver.
In our HVCD simulation system, several basic parameters are listed below. First, the simulation step is 0.01s. The frame rate of the image obtained by the vision module is 5fps, and the processing delay is less than 0.01s, which is negligible in our system. Second, the sampling frequency of the simulated driving steering wheel and the pedal is greater than 50Hz, but is reduced to synchronize with the vehicle intelligence for the decision fusion, i.e., the human decision-making and vehicle intelligence control frequency is the same. However, in order to maintain higher synchronicity, the actual sampling frequency is reduced once more. The final processing response frequency is 5Hz, and a small amount of error occurs with the fluctuation of the image acquisition frame rate. However, due to the small simulation step, the delay brought by the simulator is less than 0.2s, which has little impact on the realtime human perception.
A. VEHICLE INTELLIGENCE INDEPENDENT DRIVING
In the vehicle intelligence independent driving experiment, the simulation vehicle uses multi-view visual information to determine the road surface area. Based on the global positioning navigation, and according to the local artificial potential field method, it can provide the optimal control direction. The experimental results based on our proposed evaluation criterions are illustrated in Table 1 , which includes the average absolute values of the expected trajectory deviation J (m), the average driving speed |v r |, the linear acceleration of the vehicle |a r |, and the angular velocity variation |a ω |. The experiment time is limited in 300s. In the normal driving situation, the experiment can be completed within this time. The number of sampling points varies due to the different computer vision processing time with different paths. In the SIGVerse platform, the simulation environment noises have a beneficial effect for system test. If the random noise of the simulation environment is not strong enough, then the same path experiments would get the similar results. Table 1 also shows the results of independent experiments conducted by vehicle intelligence. On one hand, it tested the feasibility of vehicle intelligence independent driving. On the other hand, the experimental results introduced the system performance under the condition of zero influence with human driver, which also provides reference for comparison with other experimental group with different fusion weights.
B. HUMAN INDEPENDENT DRIVING
Except for vehicle intelligence independent driving, human driver independent driving is the opposite condition in our proposed different fusion weight experiments. In the human independent driving experiment, five subjects have participated. Among the subjects, subject 1, 2, and 3 did not have real-world driving experience while subject 4 and 5 had, which influences a lot, so we taught some basic operations to the subjects without experience.
In the experiment, the participated subjects used analog physical steering wheel and pedal to control the vehicle and input signals generation, experimental scenarios and hardware in use are illustrated in Fig. 13 . During the experiment, starting from the same position and direction, the subjects were asked to drive the simulated vehicle and reach the designated destination within 300s. In order to better compare experimental results, for those experiments exceeding 300s, only the first 300s data were recorded for statistical analysis. During the experiment, due to the limitation of the processing capability of the vision module, we asked the subjects to limit the speed in 30km/h, and follow the given path of the navigation system provided by the path planning and navigation module.
We counted the same evaluation criterions as the vehicle intelligence independent driving experiment. The experimental results are illustrated in Table 2 . The expected trajectory deviation J (m) concentrates on the safety of the vehicle during operation and it is expected that the vehicle will remain in the center of the road all the time, which reflects the safety of the vehicle performance.
The average driving speed v r characterizes the speed performance of the vehicle as illustrated in Table 3 . During the driving process, it is generally expected to reach the destination faster while maintaining safety, which reflects the rapidity of the vehicle performance.
The change of the linear acceleration of the vehicle affects the stability of the driving as illustrated in Table 4 . When the acceleration/deceleration of the vehicle are too frequent or severe, the passengers would feel discomfort and affects the vehicle safety. Therefore, it is generally expected that the change in acceleration to be small.
As illustrated in Table 5 , the change in the angular acceleration of the vehicle reflects the lateral stability and also affects the comfort of the vehicle. Therefore, smaller changes are generally expected.
The human independent driving experiments show that differences among different subjects exist. The subjects with experience in reality may also have irregular driving habits. In this case, the collaborative vehicle intelligence should be able to adjust different drivers and obtain better performance due to different situations. 
C. HUMAN-VEHICLE COLLABORATIVE DRIVING 1) DIFFERENT FUSION WEIGHTS EXPERIMENTS AND COMPARISON
Since the independent experiments of vehicle and human driver have been processed and the designed simple system feasibility has been verified, we conducted the semi-physical HVCD simulation experiment with different fusion weights. During the HVCD experiment process, vehicle intelligence and human driving equipment take effect at the same time, ultimately controlling the simulated vehicle. The experiment time is still set as 300s and if the vehicle fails to reach the destination in 300s, then only the first 300s data will be evaluated.
In order to verify the consistency and change trend of the fusion effect, the subjects were required to drive to reach the target point under different fusion weights. Three groups of experiments with different fusion weights were tested to verify the effectiveness of the fusion algorithm. The weights of the human driver decision w h were 75%, 50%, and 25%, respectively. The experimental results under different fusion weight conditions are introduced below.
According to Table 6 , the human driver occupies 75% weight for fusion, i.e., the proportion of the HVCD fusion weight is 3:1. The driving speed of subjects 2, 3, 4 is relatively slow, but the values of v r , |a r | and |a ω | are relatively small. In this case, the stability of vehicle control is good. However, the performance of safety is poor. We believe that this may due to the differences of subject adaptability, as human driver's weight is larger than vehicle intelligence.
When the proportion of the HVCD fusion weights is 1:1 (i.e., the human driver and vehicle intelligence maintain the same impact as 50%), the experimental results are shown in Table 7 . The driving speeds of subject 2, 3, and 4 are improved, and the road safety performance is also better. However, the safety performance of subject 1 and 5 declined. We believe that the adaptability to the system of different subjects still matters significantly, and the vehicle intelligence weight increase helps to correct the bad human driving habit.
When the human driver weight is 25% (i.e., the proportion of the HVCD fusion weights was 1:3), the vehicle safety and stability have improved. However, they still own a gap compared with vehicle independent driving except the vehicle rapidity as illustrated in Table 8 . We believe that is because the vehicle intelligence occupies a larger weight, which makes the fusion performance more similar to its independent driving performance.
2) DIFFERENT EVALUATION CRITERIONS COMPARISON WITH DIFFERENT FUSION WEIGHTS
According to the experimental results illustrated in the last subsection, we compare each evaluation criterion to explore further connections and effects among different fusion weights. Fig. 14 shows the comparison of different vehicle driving and expected trajectory deviation J (m) with different fusion weights. As illustrated in Fig. 14 , with the increase of vehicle control weights, the deviation of the trajectory shows a downward trend, which suggests that the vehicle intelligence is good at following fixed requirement. Also, the downward trend differences among different subjects suggest that different subjects have different adaptability to the system with different fusion weights. Fig. 15 shows the different average driving speeds of the vehicle v r with different fusion weights. With the increase of vehicle intelligence fusion weight, the average driving speed of different subjects tends to be stable, but the performance of the vehicle intelligence shows that it can only drive at a lower speed. The sharp decline of vehicle rapidity of vehicle intelligence independent driving suggests that it should be further explored in the future work. Fig. 16 shows the comparison of the vehicle's linear acceleration |a r | with different fusion weights. With the increase of vehicle intelligence fusion weight, the stability gradually improved. Furthermore, the stability of the vehicle intelligent in all conditions are better than the subject's manual driving, which suggests the vehicle intelligence help significantly in our proposed semi-physical HVCD simulation system.
Finally, Fig. 17 shows the comparison of the angular acceleration |a ω | with different fusion weights. The angular acceleration indicates the control for vehicle heading direction. With the increase of vehicle intelligence weight, the vehicle's stability first declined but turns to be better without human driver. However, the trends of vehicle stability from 100% to 25% human driver weight decline uniformly. Furthermore, the |a ω | average value of human independent driving is similar to that of vehicle intelligence.
We believe that this phenomenon is caused by different intentions of human driver and vehicle intelligence to instant environment variation. In general, the sensors of the vehicle are more sensitive than human, and the vehicle intelligence tends to react immediately while human is not the same. In other words, it indicates that there were conflicts while turning directions between the vehicle intelligence and human driver. Also, this may reduce the vehicle's driving stability and comfort, which needs to be further studied in the future research.
IV. CONCLUSION
With the development of economic and technology, automatic vehicles have been developed to obtain more convenient and comfortable driving performance. Although many companies and research institutions have achieved functions with high level (divided by SAE), practical tests are still in process with wider traffic conditions. In addition, human driver still needs to keep monitoring while driving and prepare to take over all the time. In our opinion, there is a certain gap from human driver monitors driving environment to automated driving system monitors driving environment.
To bridge the gap and overcome the exist difficulties, we designed a simple semi-physical human-vehicle collaborative driving simulation system, which allows the human driver and the vehicle intelligence joining the driving loop simultaneously and owns same control authorities. We believe that the HVCD system can be used to further investigate the differences between human driver and vehicle intelligence, which also provides an opportunity for the vehicle intelligence to learn from human driver for improvement.
The innovations and contributions of our proposed semiphysical HVCD simulation system are threefold. First, the HVCD simulation system presents a feasible framework for human driver and vehicle intelligence to join the driving control loop simultaneously, which breaks the limit of conventional function-separated assist driving mode. Although the functions implemented in our proposed HVCD simulation system are simple, the system can extend and upgrade its abilities of each module. Second, to measure and evaluate the system performance, we present three evaluation criterions, including vehicle safety based on expected trajectory deviation, vehicle rapidity based on speed, and vehicle stability based on linear and angular acceleration. These three criterions consider the fundamental requirement of vehicle and easy to be measured. Third, based on the proposed evaluation criterions, we designed a series of experiments to test the semi-physical HVCD simulation system. To explore influence of different collaborative driving fusion weights, we asked five subjects to participate in the experiment, driving the simulated vehicle with physical steering wheel and pedals. Each participated subject needs to drive the simulated vehicle from the same start point to the destination. During the experiment, five different proportion fusion weights are tested for each subject. The experimental results show that all the subjects in every condition can accomplish the task in time, which verifies the system feasibility. The vehicle performance based on our proposed evaluation criterions in different fusion weights also illustrates limitation for further improvement.
In the future, by applying our proposed semi-physical HVCD simulation system, basic functions of each module can be tested and further improved. Also, for the learningbased vehicle intelligence, the proposed system provides a simple platform for test and evaluation. We believe that multiple applications and researches can benefit from our proposed HVCD simulation system with improvements in the future. CHENGGUANG XU received the B.S. and M.S. degrees in automation from Nankai University, Tianjin, China, in 2014 and 2018, respectively, where he has contributed a lot to this paper. He is currently pursuing the Ph.D. degree with the Khoury College of Computer and Information Sciences, Northeastern University, Boston, MA, USA. His research interests include the computer vision, which focuses on the basic image processing and the application on the home service robots, and the machine learning and its combination with the computer vision. VOLUME 7, 2019 
